Period

Review DNA and Central Dogma
1, LABEL allthree parts of this representation and name it.
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2. What is the purpose of this building block?
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3. Explain how DNA stores information and why this makes it easy to replicate.
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4. Explain what a "gene" region of the DNA
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ENZYMES...Use this picture
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to answer 5-8

5. What process is being shown in the figure?
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6. What does the triangle represent in the figure & what is its job?
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7. What is the Name of the Rectangle on bottom and what is its job?
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8 There is a small gap represented by the Line A. What enzyme will help fill that gap/create the bond between the two
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atthat point?
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10. Explain the function of the following in protein
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11. Use the following strand of DNA to answer the remaining questions: (there are no start or stop codons in this
segment so use all of the DNA strand)?
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a, How many codons are in this stra nd of DNA above (there are no start or stop codons in this segment so use
all of the DNA strand)?
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b. How many amino acids will this segment of DNA code for
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Write the compliment of this strand if it were REPTICATED
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D. Write the compliment of the strand if it were TRANSCRIBED
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the IRNA ANTI-CODONS in order on the next page...also write in the amino acid that would be carried
by the specific IRNA. Use the TRANSCRIBED mRNA from D above and the chart to the right.
E. Fill in

